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ABSTRACT

The

purpose

applicability

of

of

this

expert

research
systems

to

is

to

fire

determine

the

investigation.

This will be ·accomplished by:
a) using an expert systems building tool,
b) extraction and organization of the knowledge base,
c) application of the system to solve a real problem.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The advancements in the field of computer technology
in parallel processing,

microprogramming,

co-processors,

and fast memory chips have led to an increasing demand for
more powerful and intelligent computer systems. During and
since

the

growing

1960s,

part

of

artificial
research

intelligence
and

has

development

become
in

a

both

government and private industry.
Artificial intelligence is the development of intelligent

computer

programs.

The

field

of

artificial

intelligence includes the following areas:
Robotics
Expert Systems
Natural Language
Speech Processing and Synthesis
Machine Vision and Pattern Recognition

Intelligence refers to tasks that would require human
knowledge and reasoning in order to perform them properly.
These computer programs are heuristic in nature, involving
complex symbolic manipulation and solutions that may be
ambiguous.

Table 1 shows a

comparison between artificial

2

intelligent

programming

and

conventional

programming,

which is more algorithmic in nature.
/

TABLE

1

COMPARISON OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE WITH
CONVENTIONAL PROGRAMMING
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

CONVENTIONAL PROGRAMMING

Primarily symbolic process

Often primarily numeric

Heuristic search (solution

Algorithmic (solution

steps implicit)

steps explicit)

Control structure usually

Information and control

separate from domain

integrated together

knowledge
Usually easy to modify,

Difficult to modify

update and enlarge
Some incorrect answers

Correct answers required

often tolerated
Satisfactory answers
usually acceptable

(Hunt, 1986)

Best possible solution
usually sought

3

Expert systems are artificial intelligence programs
that record
particular

and access the
field.

They

expertise of

use

knowledge

a

human

and

in a

inference

techniques to solve problems which would otherwise require
human intelligent reasoning. They possess the characteristics of artificial intelligence programs as listed in
Table 1 above..
The

mechanics

of

the

design

of

an

expert

system

involve:
a) an artificial intelligence programmer to design the
system tool,
b) a domain expert to provide the knowledge, and
c) a knowledge engineer to interview the domain expert
and translate the knowledge into rules.
The knowledge of one or more experts may be captured
in an expert system. This makes it possible for the nonexpert to obtain general advice or information when

an

expert is not present. Since the system contains more than
one

person's

conclusions.

knowledge,

it

is

more

effective

in

its

II. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

/

Fires usually destroy most of their evidence and may
be caused by any number of sources.
of

Fire

Therefore, the field

Investigation relies heavily on experience

and

heuristic methods of problem solving.
A tiresome task of the investigator is to collect all
available pieces of information.

The work involves going

through piles of charred debris to collect all pertinent
pieces of information. He should be very keen and be able
to eliminate irrelevant data.

After gathering the data,

the next step is to determine the relationship between the
data and the source of the

fire.

findings

a

usually end up

in

court case,

investigator needs to be accurate
evidence

In most

in his

should be free from prejudice and

fires,

the

so the

fire

findings.

The

unbiased.

As

the data increase, the accuracy may decrease if some are
inherently omitted.
CHAR, the system proposed here, attempts to assist the
experienced investigator in organizing his data,
reinforce his conclusions.

For the rookie

4

and to

officer,

CHAR

5

will provide a tutorial guide to help him solve real or
simulated fires provided by his superiors.
To

determine

the

cause/source

of

a

fire,

the

following must be determined:
(1) the source of ignition,
(2) the material first ignited, and
(3)

the defect, act or omission which led to the
source of ignition and the material first ignited
creating a fire.

Because

of

the vast

(Dennettt, 1980)
amount

of

knowledge

needed

to

determine all three, the expert system developed here is
limited to solving the source

of residential fires only.

Thus, the sources are limited to:
Electricity
Gas
Smoking materials
Solar radiation
Lightning
Hot surfaces
Spontaneous combustion
Electrical
reported fires

fires account for thirteen percent

of all

(Carroll, 1979), and may be caused by the

overloading of a circuit or a malfunction in an appliance.
Other

causes

of electrical

fires may

be the deliberate

6

substitution of a breaker with a higher ampere rating than
the

design

rating

of the

circuit,

short

circuits,

and

/

incorrect wire size.
Gas fires

start with an explosion.

These explosions

occur when the gas, usually from a leak, comes in contact
with a flame.
Smoking materials:

cigarettes,

cigars and other such

types, will cause a fire if smothered for about three to
four hours. An example of this is, if a lighted cigarette
is left in a sofa,

it will produce a larger fire hours

later.
Sunshine
optical

through

material

a

window,

that will

fish

bowl,

vase

or

any

converge

rays,

may

cause

a

fire.
Lightning is one of the easiest sources to eliminate
or detect. The activity of lightning in the area will be
evident or recorded by the National Weather Service.
The class of hot surfaces

includes fires

caused by

heat from heat producing objects such as hot water pipes,
heaters, and the like.
Spontaneous combustion occurs from a chemical reaction
which is

exothermic.

An exothermic reaction is one which

gives off heat (Carroll, 1979).

This may occur

when oils

7

of high iodine value are soaked up in rags and left in a
poorly ventilated area.
/

The sources mentioned above are limited and exclude
burn pattern, flame color, and other miscellaneous causes.
The purpose of this

research is to

investigate the

feasibility of procedures of an expert system that will
assist a

fire

investigator on the

job.

The significant

accomplishments of this work are the following:
a) feasibility of using expert systems techniques in
fire investigation,
b) application of an expert system building tool, and
c) extraction and organization of the knowledge base.

III.

/

TOOLS FOR EXPERT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

The artificial

intelligence programmer designs

inference engine and
knowledge
this

engineer

design

knowledge

is

the

environment in

order for the

to develop the knowledge/data.

such

that it can

be

in more than one domain,

the

used

to

When
develop

it is called a system

building tool.
As seen

from

Table 1,

the control in

the

tool

is

usually separate from the knowledge, so the design time of
an expert system can be reduced by using such a tool.
is also designed so that the knowledge

engineer

need

in

to

know· much about the language

designed.

Instead,

a

type

of

which

knowledge

It

will not
it

was

engineering

language is developed which does not require experience in
LISP,
reduces

Prolog or any other language.
the coding and provides a

The programming tool
support system for the

finished package.
An expert system building tool
engine

to

builder

and

perform
editor

reasoning,
to aid

the

8

contains
and

a

an inference

knowledge

knowledge

engineer

base
in

9

recording the expertise. It usually exhibits the following
characteristics:
/

- User friendly
- Makes use of confidence factors for uncertainty

management
- Forward or backward chaining
- Designed in a language capable of symbolic
processing.
Texas

Instruments

engineering language,
developmental

has

be

used

Personal

tool used here.

on

a

Personal Consultant,

chosen as the tool because it
may

developed

knowledge

which is

the

Consultant was

has all the above features,

International

Business Machines

(IBM)

personal computers, and was available.
This
chaining
based

so

tool

employs

backward

rules may also be used.

chaining,

but

The knowledge is

that the rules are entered in the form

THEN. The IF portion

forward
ruleof

IF-

can be referred to as the antecedent

and the THEN part as the consequent.
An example of the form of a rule is as follows:
a) In English,
RULE007 [CHARRULES]
If 1) a broken fuse, and
2) wire loose inside insulation,
Then there is strongly suggestive evidence (80%) that
OVERLOAD.

10
b) In LISP,
RULE007 [CHARRULES]
/

PREMISE:

($AND (SAME CNTXT BROKEN-FUSE YES)
(SAME CNTXT LOOSE-WIRE YES))
(DO-ALL (CONCLUDE CNTXT OVERLOAD TALLY 800))

ACTION:

Forward chaining
all the IF-clauses
(Siegel,
until

1986).

all

data,

uses facts to match
are

matched, then

IF-clauses.

the

rule is fired

This is continued for all

rules are checked.

the requested data,

If

other

Facts include the

facts
initial

and the THEN-clauses of fired

rules.
In backward
THEN-clauses,
matched

chaining the goals are matched
and

the IF-clauses of all those

with

rules are

with THEN-clauses until a rule is found with

IF-clauses as true (Siegel, 1986).

the

all

That rule is fired and

it continues to fire other rules in a forward direction.
In the rule above, to . come to a conclusion, all rules
containing

BROKEN-FUSE

and/or

LOOSE-WIRE

the

as

consequent are fired. For those rules to be fired, all the
parameters

in the IF-clauses must be available.

other rules are searched to determine

if

clauses are contained in any THEN-clauses.
either is false,
rule

is

then

designated

the

not,

the present IFOf course,

the other is not checked.

as antecedent,

If

if

When a

reasoning

will

11

follow

forward

chaining;

otherwise

all

inference

in

the Personal Consultant is backward chaining.
/

The structure of the Personal consultant is such
a

problem may be divided into sections,

and subcontexts.

The main

context

problem,

the information

the main context

will contain general

knowledge about the area of expertise.
of the

that

During the solving

or data may need only a

certain portion of the knowledge . .
Dividing the

problem into subcontexts not only

with the organizational hierarchy of the system,
provides

an

efficient

contained

in

somewhat

similar

way

of

to

variables

in

Parameters may . have values of "Yes,"
attribute

that

but also
knowledge

accessing

the parameters and rules.

helps

Parameters

computer
"No,"

are

programs.

or any other

the designer may wish to assign to

them.

The attributes are set by the designer, but it is the user
that determines the actual
time

of

confidence

The

execution.
factor.

clearer picture of

value that will be used at the
user

also

determines

The section on development
the

role of a parameter.

factors are also described at that time.

gives

the
a

Confidence

IV.

THE CHAR SYSTEM

Fire investigation is a

field in which expertise is

used to obtain solutions. This type of expertise uses a
heuristic method which seems to be ideally suited for an
expert system.
CHAR: THE FIRE INVESTIGATOR'S AIDE is developed to aid
the fire investigator in determining the source of a fire.
It may also be used as a teaching

tool for new officers.

In such instances the students may be given sample cases
to solve,

and then use the system to compare with their

own solutions.
The knowledge of any expert is vast and not easily
extracted and converted into computer language form.
use of rules is one way of representing
expert system.
needed

to

knowledge to an

A very large number of rules is usually

effectively

knowledge.

The

capture

any part

of

an

expert's

CHAR contains ninety-eight rules.

Personal

Consultant

provides

a

way

to

divide

the

problem into sections that relate to different tasks of
the

problem.

Each

section

or

subcontext

contains

parameters and rules to solve that task. The subcontexts
can

also use rules and parameters from the main
12

context.

13

In

this

research

subcontexts.

there

These rules

is
and

a

main

context

parameters

are

and

seven

listed in

Appendix B.
/

The structure

of the context is as shown in Figure 2.

ELECTRICITY

GAS

SMOKING
MATERIALS

MAIN CONTEXT

SOLAR
RADIATION

LIGHTNING

HOT SURFACES

SPONTANEOUS
COMBUSTION

Figure 2. Fire Investigation Context Tree.
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CHAR

was

developed

Instruments, Personal

on

an

Consultant

IBM

PC

building

using
tool.

Texas
Expert

/

opinion and information is being obtained from:
Dennett;

a)

Fire

Investigation,

M.

F.

Paul L. Kirk;

c)

Physical and Technical Aspects of Fire

b)

Fire Investigation,

and Arson Investigation, John R. Carroll; and d) Lt. John
Hackett, Fire · Investigator, Orlando Fire Department.

Lt.

Hackett was consulted during the project to provide expert
input.
How does the system arrive at a conclusion such as
spontaneous

Spontaneous

combustion?

combustion

is

not

frequently the cause of fire, but will always occur if the
chemical and physical conditions are present.
For spontan~ous combustion to occur, an oil with high
iodine value,

rags,

present conditions.

and limited ventilation must all be
Some oils with high iodine value are

linseed, cic, hemp-seed, perilla, stillinga, and tung.
A rule consists of three major parts:
a) the conditions,
b) the conclusion, and
c) the confidence factor.
The

conditions

are

similar

to

those

that

a

fire

investigator will look for at the scene of a fire.

There

are many conditions by which a fire may be caused.

These

conditions, when

combined

in a multiplicity of ways, can

15

produce a large number of possible solutions.

The rule

structure to test for spontaneous combustion when linseed
oil is present could be as follows:
RULE00l [SPON RULES]

If 1) Rags were present and
2) Linseed oil was present
Then there is strongly suggestive evidence (90%) that
there was spontaneous combustion.
To come to a conclusion, both 1) and 2) must be true.
First the system will prompt for rags being present.
the

response

is

negative or very

low belief,

then the

possibility of spontaneous combustion is ruled out.
a positive response,

If

With

the system will also try to find a

positive response for the presence of linseed oil.

But,

before the user is prompted for a value, all the rules are
searched to see· if there is one that will say that linseed
oil was present.

A rule such as this will test for it:

RULE00S [SPON RULES]

If 1) Aroma of linseed oil was present, and
2) Residue of linseed oil was present,
Then it is definite (100%) that linseed oil was
present.
The

system will

prompt

residue being present.

for

a

value

for

aroma

and

With these two present, then the

system will assume that linseed oil was present, and the
user will not be prompted for linseed being present.

16

However, if linseed oil was not present, then, because
rags were present, more rules containing other oils will
/

be fired, such as:
RULE002 [SPONRULES]

If 1) Rags were present, and
2) Cic oil is present,
Then there is strongly suggestive evidence (85%) that
the cause of fire was spontaneous combustion.
RULE005 [SPONRULES]

If 1) Rags were present, and
2) Any oil with a high iodine content is present,
Then there is strongly suggestive evidence (80%) that
the cause of fire was spontaneous combustion.
Whenever

a

rule

that

concludes

that

there

is

spontaneous combustion is fired and is true, then no more
rules
similar

from

that

context

for all contexts.

are

fired.

This

process

is

However, when the source is

determined, then the consultation will be completed.

V.

DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

It may seem redundant to design an expert system when
books are available, but that is not the case. To obtain
any information from the book, one must search through the
entire book.

On the other hand,

an expert system would

request only the necessary information, and then process
that data to solve the problem.
Once
packaged

rules
so

are

that

designed

the

end

and debugged,

user

minimum computer training.

can

they

employ

To use the system,

can be

them with
the user

should be prepared with all the information collected from
the

scene

request

of

the

data/facts

fire.
by

on

starting,

asking

answer accordingly and may

the

questions.

include a

system

The

user

confidence

will
will

factor

depending on the level of belief placed on the knowledge.
The knowledge base consists of the main context and
seven subcontexts as shown in Figure 2. The main context
contains general knowledge about the domain and means by
which

the

subcontexts

seven subcontexts, each
of the

following

may

be

instantiated.

containing

are

knowledge about one

sources of ignition:

17

There

electricity, gas,

18

smoking

materials,

solar

radiation,

lightning,

hot

surfaces/flames, and spontaneous combustion.
/

Two particularly useful characteristics of the design
in this system are:
a)

The

rules

for

a

context/subcontext

sequence.

This

allows

are
for

kept

together

in numerical

easier

editing,

as ·well as for understanding the design of the

system.
b) Each set of rules has a range of numbers allocated
for it. Additional rules may be added without breaking the
consecutive numbering. Ten or more rules may be added to
each context type.
To allocate and access the range requires editing the
knowledge base_. Personal Consultant does not provide any
means to omit numerical sequence. All rules are added by
using the insert key and the system automatically numbers
them

sequentially.

Also,

once

a

rule

is

deleted,

that

number cannot be used again.
These

inconveniences

can

be

easily

overcome

by

carefully studying the knowledge base, which is basically
LISP code in a word processor editor. To allocate a range
of numbers to a set of rules, the last line of the LISP
coding,
than

(SETQ RULENUM (QUOTE 23)), was edited to one less

the

first· number.

(To

start at rule

number 160,

19
change

23

to

159.)

Inserting

a

deleted

rule would

be

similar in that the last line would be edited to one less
/

than the rule number desired.
Although this seems to be a tiresome task, it creates
a

much

more friendly

documenting.

Viewing

environment
the

for

knowledge

editing

base

in

a

and
word

processor editor also provides easy access to edit rules
that might have simple mistakes such

as

misspellings

or omissions.
In order to design a heuristic system, the expertise
has to be translated into a form that can be understood by
The knowledge in this system was

a machine environment.
extracted

by

that

used . by

are

conclusions

simulating

were

the

the

problem-solving

expert.

collected

and

These
recorded

techniques

solutions
in

the

or
THEN

portion of the rule.
Included with the conclusions are confidence factors.
Confidence factors reflect the degree of belief that the
solution is accurate.

A fire investigator, however, does

not normally speak in terms of confidence factors.
uses

terms

like

"possibly,"
system,

"definitely,"
whenever these

and
terms

He
"not

certainly."

In this

are

encountered,

they are translated into confidence factors.

20

Confidence
range

factors,

from

100%

sometimes
for

most

called certainty
definitely,

to

factors,

-100%

for

/

definitely not.
The

term

"most

definitely"

was

given

a

confidence

factor range frorn 90% to 100%, "possibly" 75% to 89%, "not
certain"

10%

to

30%.

Other

confidence

factors

were

assigned depending on the likelihood of their occurrence.
Each piece of information that is useful to the fire
investigator is

referred to here as

a

parameter.

solutions/conclusions are also included.

The

The following

example should give a clearer view of what a parameter is
and how it is used:
APPLI-HEAT [CHAR-PARMS]
TRANS:
PROMPT:

(heat producing appliance)
(If there is an appliance near the point of
origin, is it heat producing?)
USED-BY:
(RULE0l0)
The parameter APPLI-HEAT has many features:
a)

It may take on a value of YES or NO.

b)

It has a translation which is an English phrase
that describes the parameter. This is useful for
referring to the parameter in a sentence for
conclusions or when writing the rules in English
form.

21

c)

There is also an optional PROMPT feature that
contains a sentence, usually a question, which

/

will prompt the user for a value and confidence
factor.

The structure of the context is such that its main
part contains · rules with parameters that will decide which
of the subcontext groups needs to be instantiated to solve
the problem quickly.

The main context actually makes a

preliminary conclusion of what the source may be.

Thus,

by instantiating the subcontext, which contains more rules
with more detailed parameters, greater confidence may be
placed on the solution.
To
about

design . the
fire

and

rules

investigation was

mentioned above.

the

parameters,

obtained

from the

were

recommended

to

two

sources

Lt. Hackett was very helpful and advised

on the accuracy of some of the information.
breakers

knowledge

be
of

substituted
the

three

available for interviews.

for

books

For example,

fuses.
and

He

made

himself

However, most of the knowledge

in the system was obtained from the books.

They listed

the different causes of fire and their detection.
this information,
not covered

rules were made.

in ·each book,

also

Since all cases are

the knowledge

combined to form a collective unit.

Using

from

each was

22

Early in the
more

possible

preliminary testing, there were two or

conclusions with

confidence

factors

that

/

were sometimes too close.

This problem was overcome by

including more detailed rules for each source.
The material first ignited and the action or accident
that led to the fire are not covered
limitation on this research.

due to the time

VI. RESULTS FOR SAMPLE RUN

The conclusion of the system after a consultation will
be one of the seven sources.

In the cases where there is

insufficient information to come to a definite conclusion,
the

system will

respond as being unable to do

so.

A

sample of the output is listed at the end of Appendix A.
The

first

three

items

are

used

to

identify

the

consultation, and are entered at the very beginning of the
session.

The conclusions are translated as:

SPON

Spo'ntaneous combustion

HOT

Flammable material touching a hot surface or
flame

ELECT-- Electrical failure
GAS

Failure in the gas supply system

SUN

The sun's rays focused on the material first
ignited

SMOKE-- A form of smoking material
LIGHT-- Lightning

23

24

Listed in Appendix A is a report of a real fire that
was already solved by the fire

investigators.

To test

/

CHAR, the information contained in the report was used by
a person who had no prior background in fire investigation
or expert system design.

The reason such a person was

selected was to protect the result from biased responses
to

the

system.

From

understanding

and

knowing

the

conclusions, a fire investigator or the knowledge engineer
may

inherently

preconceived

respond

ideas.

to

Using

the
the

question

based

on

information

from

the

report, the novice was able to answer the questions from
the system.

Both the report and CHAR concluded that the

fire was started by a flammable material coming in contact
with a hot surface.
An

output

of

the

responses

conclusions are in Appendix · A.

of

the

user

and

the

VII. CONCLUSIONS
/

Expert

systems

can

be

used

to

help

determine

the

source of a fire. The sample case used here is listed in
Appendix A. The results are described in Section VI.

The

conclusions of CHAR and that of the user were similar,
proving

that

investigation.

the

system

is

capable

of

aiding

fire

CHAR is able to provide fairly accurate

conclusions as to the source of building fires.
One of the major obstacles in designing an effective
expert system is the amount of time it takes.
appropriately

illustrates

the

time

in

Figure 2

person-years

takes to design different types of systems.

it

The shaded

area shows the range of effort that may be required in
each category. An expert system that will provide a high
level of intelligent reasoning needs a

large amount of

time dedicated to it.

Because Fire Investigation

classified

difficult problem and the

as a very

limited, the effectiveness of CHAR is restricted.
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The field of Fire Investigation is very much suited
for

expert

systems

application,

as

the conclusions

/

based on experience and heuristic reasoning.

are

This system

is limited in that it fails to address the area of arson
investigation.

Arson investigation and the approach in

solving it involves:
i)

interviewing persons near or at the scene of the
fire,

ii)

determining if there was reason for malicious
intent against the owner or others associated
with the building, and

iii)
such

the mental state of the arsonist.
factors

environment.

are

However,

not

easily

CHAR

determine the source of fires.
aid

fire

officers.

investigators

and as

is

captured
able

to

in

rule

successfully

The system can be
a

a

used to

training tool for new

/

APPENDIX A

SAMPLE PROBLEM
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This is a supplement report to Orlando Fire Department
Alarm #678, a house fire at 1234 Ample Drive at 0244
hours.
I was notified by the OFD dispatcher at 0253 hours
requesting me to respond to the above address.
I arrived
on t~e scene at 0316 hours and met with the OFD District
Chief.
The chief stated that upon their arrival they
observed a large volume of fire coming out of the rear
portion of the house as well as through the front living
room area.
He stated that a 1 3/ 4" line was advanced
through the front door of this structure and extinguished
the fire in the living room, dining room, kitchen and
family room. The chief stated that the house was occupied
and
that
the
occupants
had
evacuated
the
house
immeditately prior to their arrival through the front.
At this time I interviewed the owner/occupant of this
house.
The occupant stated that she was in her bedroom
sleeping with her husband when she awoke with difficulty
breathing.
She then stated that she woke her husband and
two children and escaped the house through the front
living room door. I then asked her where she observed the
fire.
She stated that she saw the main body of fire
through the sliding glass doors in the West end of her
family room.
She stated that the house was already full
of smoke when she woke, but the fire had not extended
through the closed sliding glass doors until after she and
her family escaped.
I then asked her what she had been
doing prior to the fire. The occupant stated that she had
been ironing cl~thes in the East end of the family room
until sometime after midnight.
She then stated that she
had given her husband some medicaton and sometime prior to
0100 hours she had unplugged her electric iron, turned off
her kerosene heater, closed · the glass sliding door to her
family room and went to bed.
At this time I began my examination of the fire scene.
The fire had caused severe fire damage in the living room,
hallway, dining room, kitchen and family room. The three
bedrooms had sustained serious heat and smoke damage. The
fire had also extended into the attic region as well as
the carport causing serious damage to these areas.
Upon
entering the structure through the front door I noticed
that the fire damage in the living room, dining room and
hallway was more serious at the higher levels.
!he
furnishings sustained serious damage but were easily
recognizable and obviously an extension of fire from
another area of the house.
As I walked from the living
room to the dining room the fire damage got closer t~ ~he
floor until it · reached the floor level at the sliding
glass doors separating the dining room f .r om the family
room.
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The sliding glass doors had been in the closed
po~tiio~, ~ut the g~a~s had broken out and the glass was
lying within the dining room.
The aluminum framing on
these doors was melted at the higher levels. At this time
I entered the family room. This was a 10 x 20 wood frame
addition to this house.
The roof was constructed of 2 x
6, covered with plywood and the walls were constructed of
2 x 4 covered with plywood.
All of there structural
components were exposed and never covered with drywall or
any other finishing covering. The fire had broken through
the walls on the West end of the room. The roof was also
more seriously damaged in the West end of this room. Upon
checking this room for electrical wiring and receptacles I
found only one electrical receptacle located in the
existing South wall of this room.
This receptacle had a
television and lamp connected to it.
These items were
located along the East wall of this room
These were the
only items in this room, which were plugged into an
electrical receptacle. The fire damage in the East end of
the room was all extension.
The items in this area only
had surface damage.
I also found that the carpeting at
the East end of the room was still intact.
The
furnishings at the West end of the room had sustained
serious damage.
In the Southwest corner of the room I
found a washing machine.
This washing machine was
severely discolored on the North side.
Immediately next
to this washing machine I found springs and small pieces
of wood, which appeared to be from a chair. Next to this
chair on the North side I found a kerosene space heater.
This space heater was severely discolored on the front and
right side.
The remainder of the space heater was also
severely damaged.
Behind ·the space heater was located
several gallons of house paint.
This house paint was
severely damaged, but easily recognizable.
Along the
North wall of this room I found and electric range and
small cabinets which had a door on top of them to utilize
this area as a desk. The majority of the damage to these
items was on the end facing the kerosene heater.
The
further East I traveled in this room during my examination
I smelled a strong odor of kerosene.
I found the source
of this odor to be a melted plastic container containing
the fuel in the East end of the room, near the television.
The damage in this . area was severe enough to be~ieye th~t
this kerosene had contributed to the damage within this
area.
Based on the examination of this room I feel that
the fire originated in the area immeditately in front of
the kerosene spac~ heater.
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I checked the control knobs to this heater, but I was
unable to determine whether it was on or off.
I did
observe
that
the heater had been
located only
approximately 3" from the adjacent chair, which had been
totally consumed leaving only a few springs and small
woocf'en parts where it had been.
Based on the results of this investigation, it is my
opinion that this fire was accidentally caused when the
space heater was either placed too close to the chair and
was ignited by the operating heater or the heater
malfunctioned and then ignited the adjacent chair.
The
ensuing fire then engulfed the entire family room before
spreading through the sliding glass door and damaged a
large portion of the remainder of the house.
This report presented with the compliments of John R.
Hackett of the Orlando Fire Department, Investigator,
Arson/Bomb Squad.
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The name of the user is as follows:

Jill Janak

Identification of the fire is as follows:
Description of the fire is as follows:
Ample Drive at 0244 hours.
The cause of the fire is as follows:

OFD Alarm #678

House fire at 1234
HOT (97%)

GAS (45%)

/

APPENDIX B
KNOWLEDGE BASE LISTING
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RlleGro..p ClmuES
Ril002 [ClWRll:ES]

~:
/

JCrnN:

($ND ( ~ CNJXI' EIIDSJEP YES)
( ~ CNJXI' EIE::I' YES))
~
CNOO' S:I.KE mer 'mIIX J.OOJ) >

ccnmm

lUIDX3 [ClWRll:ES]

~:
]CJ]IN:

($ND ( ~ CNJXI' G\9-El.lEP YES)
(&¥£ CNJXI' G\S YEE))
~
ooxr S:I.KE oo 'WIX lOOJ))

ccnmm

RlIE004 [ClWRll:ES]

~:

JCrKN:

($ND (S?!l-E CNJXI' s-tI<ER YEE)
(S?!l-E CNJXI' ~ YEE))
~
CNJXI' S:I.KE fMFE 'WIT lOOJ))

ccnmm

lUEIXl5 [ClWRll:ES]

~:

JCrnN:

($ff) ( ~ CNJXI' :wilCHEB YEE)
(S?!l-E CNJXI' ~ YEE))
~
CNJXI' S1KE ~ 'WIT ].(XX)))

ccnmm

Rmn5[amuES]
~:

JCrKN:

($ff) (S?!l-E CNIXr 1CCTv.lli YEE)
(&¥£ CNIXr LIIE' YEE))
~
ooxr Sl.RE DIE' 'WIT lOOJ))

ccnmm

lUEIXJ7 [amuES]

~ : ($ff) (S?!l-E CNIXr &NI.JI' YEE) (s.rt-E CNIXr flN YEB))
JCrKN: ~ (CIN:lIJE CNIXr Sl.RE SN 'WIT ].(XX)))

RlIEXB[OMUEB]

IHMIEE:
JCrn:N:

($.?ID (S?!l-E CNJXI' s:HXE YEE)

(S?!l-E ooxr HJ!' YEE))
~ ( ~ ooxr Sl.RE HF 'INil' lCXX>) >
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lUE003 [OWRl!ES]
Jm.1ISE:

zcm:N:
/

Rl[EI)ll

:m3MISE:

zcm:N:
Rl[EI)]2

:m3MISE:

zcm:N:

($AID (Slff: CNOO' FIN£ YES) (Slf.£ CNOO' HJr YEB))
~

(CIN:lIIE CNOO' s:IRE HJr YES 100)))

[OWRl!ES]

($.?ID ~ CNIXI' GlHl.lR? YES)
~ CNIXI' EIID-a.lEP YES)
(Slff: CNOO' SR:N YES))
~ (CilCl.lE CNOO' s:IRE SRN 'm1Il' 100)))

[awmrES]

($.?ID ~ CNIXI' ~ YES)
~ ooxr ~ YES) (SAf.£ ooxr SRN YES))
~ (CIN:lIIE CNOO' s:IRE SR:N 'm1Il' 100)))

RilDl3 [OWRl!ES]
HDm:E:

zcm:N:

Jm.1ISE:

zcm:N:

($.?ID ~ CNIXI' aNIJr YES)
~ CNIXr HJr YES) ~ CNOO' 1'Ni YES)
(&¥£ CNOO' SEtN YES))
~ (CilCl.lE CNIXI' SlKE SKN 'mill'.' 100)))

($.?ID (IE:SPk ~ CNIXr g.{Fg) :a>))
~ (CINlIIE CNIXr SlKE EIECI' 'lAllX l.COO)
(SERINIT • ~ tD g:,! ! !''))

~T
~

:Emm:E:

zcm:N:

[ClWRJIE3]

:ro ~ CNIXr mer,)
(SM: CNIXr Emm))
~ (CIMIIIE CNIXr 1QJN YES 'lAllX l.COO))
($.?ID (IE:SPk

RlIE25l. [OWRlIES]

HDm:E:

zcm:N:

($.?ff) ~ 500 ~ CNIXr &N))
(SM: oo:xr Emm))
~ (CINlIIE CNIXr 1QJN YES ~ J.CXX)))
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lUE252 [ClWRilS]

Imm:E:
ZCim:N:

($AID (IEEEJ?k :00 ~ CNlXI' 1!Ni))
(Sl!f.E CNlXI' smID))
(ID-ML (CIX!IIE CNlXI' .1Gfili YES 'D\IIX l.(XX)) )

RXE253 [awru:.ES]

Imm:E:
lClltN:

Rl[E254

Imm:E:
ICCTCN:

($AID
(IEEEJ?k :00 ~ CNlXI' DIE1)
(Sl!f.E CNJXI' DIE1)))
(ID-ML (CIX!IIE CNlXI' .1Gfili YES 'mIIl! l.(XX)))
[CliliRlIEB]
~ ooxr HF))
(Slff: CNJXI' smID) )
(ID-ML (CCNJIIE CNJXI' .1Gfili YES 'mIIl! l.(XX)) )

(SID CIEEEPk :00

RlIE255 [CliliRlIEB]

Imm:E:
ICCTCN:

~ ooxr SEa-0)
(Sl!f.E CNJXI' smID))
(ID-ML (CINlIIE CNJXI' ~ YES 'mIIl! l.(XX)))

(SID CIEEEPk :00

Ril256 [ClWRilS]

Imm:E:
ICCTCN:

($AID (IEEEJ?k s:m ~
-CNJXI' G\S))
(SM: CNJXI' smID) )
(ID-ML (CINlIIE CNJXI' 1G\lN YES 'mIIl! l.(XX)))

RlI]257 [CliliRlIEB]

Imm:E:
Jern:N:

R][E258

Imm:E:
Jern:N:

($AID (IEEEJ?k 50J ~ CNJXI' fMFE))
(SH: CNJXI' SID{)) )
(ID-ML (CINlIIE CNJXI' 1G\lN YES 'mI.IX l.(XX)) )

[awru:.ES]
($AID (IEEEJ?k 700 ~ CNJXI' mer,)
(SM: CNJXI' mer,)
(ID-ML (CINlIIE CNIXr IDMi YES 'mIIX l!XX>))
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Hil2:B [OMUES]
mMISE:
lCPJI:N:

( ~ ~ 700 ~ CN1XI' &N))
(~CNOO'&N))
(ID-ML (CINIIIE CN1XI' IllM{ YES 'D\IU l.CXX)))

lUE2£D [OMUES]

mMISE:

JCm:N:

( ~ ~ 700 ~ CN1XI' mi))
( ~ CNOO' mi))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CN1XI' Il»fi YES 'D\IU l.CXX)))

IUE26l [OMUES]
mMISE:

JCm:N:

( ~ ~ 700 ~ CN1XI' mm,)
, ~ CNlXI' mm,)
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' Il»fi YES 'lA1ll l.CXX)))

Ril262 [OMUES]
mMISE:

JCm:N:

( ~ ~ 700 ~ CN1Xr HF))
, ~ CNlXI' HF))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CN1Xr Il»fi YES 'mIIT lCXX)))

RlIE263 [OMUES] .
mMISE:

JCm:N:

( ~ ~ 700 ~ CN1Xr SR:N))
, ~ CNOO' HF))
(ID-ML (cornIE CNlXI' IlMfl YEE 'mI.IT llXX)) )

RlI:E264 [OMUES]
mMISE:

(~

(I.ESSPk 700 ~ CNOO' GS)
(SN-£ CNlXI' 00) ) )
JCm:N:

(ID-ML (cornIE CNIXI' IDMi YES 'lNll lCXX)))

RlIE265 [OMUES]
mMIEE:
JCm:N:

( ~ (IEEPk 700 ~ CNOO' EMFE))
(SA?-£ CNlXI' EMFE) )
(ID-ML (OXIIIE CNIXr IDMi YEE 'lAIIX lCXX>))
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J:m.fiSE: (SID (CN:mON ooxr EIECr))
Jern:N: (ID-ML (SERINIT 1W\Y 'ID CD')
/
(MERINIT ~ ooxr &IRE)))
RmrHENI':T

Rile Gto.p

~

lUED30~]
IHMISE:

Jern:N:

($.?ID (sri£ ooxr AERI~ YES)
(8.¥£ CN1XI' AERI-<N YES)
(SN£ CN1XI' AERI-F.Im-OMGID YES))
(ID-ML (CIN:IIIE ooxr AER11N:E YES WIX 100)))

Rml31~]
J:m.fiSE:

($.?ID (sri£ CN1XI' AERI-<N YES)
(SN£ CN1XI' AEH.l:-HOO' YES)
(SN£ CNlXI' A E H . l : ~ YES))

Jern:N:

(ID-ML

(CIXIIIE CN1XI' ~ YES
'IAIIX 900))

R.lIED'.32 [EIE:!IRICIT.lR]

~:
Jern:N:

($.?ID (SA?£ CN1XI' A H U ~ YES)
(srl£ CN1XI' ~ YES)
(SA?£ CN1XI' ~ )
(ID-ML
.
(CIXIIIE CN1XI' ~ YES 'll\IIX lCXX>))

RJr.EID3 [EIE:!IRICIT.iR]

IHMISE:

Jem:N:

($.?ID (5'-E CN1Xr AHU-mEmr YES)

(SN-£ OOXI1 ~ YES))

(ID-ML

(CIXIIJE CNIXr ~ YES 'mIIT 8:.0))
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Rml34 ~ ]
:Emm:E:
/
1CCTJ:N:

($M> (SM: CNIXr MliaHm:mr YES)
(SN£ CNIXI' MJICR<N YES)
(SM: CNIXI' ~ YES) )
(Il)-ML (CINJIIE CNIXr MJICR YES 'lmX EB:>))

Rml34[EIE:!IRICT1YEW]

:EHMISE:

zcrn:N:

($M> (s.rt£ CNIXr ~ YES)
(SM: CNOO' MJICR<N YES)
(SN£ CNIXI' WINlOO+fflIID YES))
(Il)-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' MJICR YES 'lmX EB:>) )

RJIEil'.35 [EIE:!IRICTlYEW]

:EHMISE:

zcrn:N:

($M> (SN£ CNOO' ~ YES)
(SN£ CNOO' ~ Y E S ) )
(Il)-ML
(CINJIIE CNOO' MJltHRll.IE) YES 'mill l.COO))

lUEil36~]
:Em-fiEE:

zcrn:N:

($M> (SN£ CNIXr ~ YES)
(SM: CNOO' MJICR-CN YES)
(SN£ CNlXI' MJICR-HmILa1ISI YES))
(Il)-ML
(CINJIIE CNOO' ~ YES 'lmX
l!XX)))

RlJ:ED37~]

:EHMISE:

zcrn:N:

($M> (SA?£ CNIX[' MllCR-HmNI' YES)
(SM: CNOO' MJICR-CN YES)
(SM: CNOO' ~ YES)
(SA?£ CNIXr ~ YES))
(Il)-ML (CINJlIE CNIXr MJitR YES 'mIIX l.COO))

RltED38 ~ ]
:Emm:E:

zcrn:N:

($M> (SN£ CNIXr MllCR-HmNI' YES)
(SM: CNOO' ~ YES)
(s.rt-E CN001 ~ YES) )
(Il)-ML (CINJlIE CN001 OJERraD YES 'mIIT 900))
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lUED39~]

~:
/
lCCTCN:

($.?>ID ( ~ CNOO' MJltlHlmNr YES)
( ~ CN.001 MJim<N YES)
(&¥£ CN.001 ~ Y E S ) )
(ID-ML (CIN:IIIE CNOO' MJitR YES 'mIDl 99:>))

lUED39 [EIECIR[CIT.iRl]

~:
lCCTCN:

($.?>ID (&¥£ CNIXI' ~ YES)
( ~ CNOO' MJim<N YES)
(SA?£ CNIXI' ~ Y E S ) )
(ID-ML (CIN:IIIE CNOO' MJitR YES 'mIDl 99:>))

RltED40 ~ ]

~ : ($.?ID ( ~ CNOO' ~ YES))
lCCTCN: (ID-ML
(CCN:IIIE CNOO' MJKHRllIE) YES '11\IIT 850))
lllED4l [EIECIR[CIT.iRl]

~:

($.?ID (&¥£ CNIXI' AIRI-<N YES)
( ~ CNIXI' ~ YES)

lCrlIN:

(~ ooxr ~ Y E S ) )
(ID-ML (CCN:IIIE CNOO' OJER[(W YES 'JAIIJl SXXJ))

RltED42~]

~:
lCrlIN:

($.?ID ( ~ OOXI' WJmro.NE) YES))
(ID-ML (CIN:IIIE CNIXI' 9ml' YES 'D\II¥ 99:>))

lUEDt3~]

~:
lCrlIN:

($.?ID (s.rt-£ OOXI' IH\$ YES))
(ID-ML (CIN:IIIE CNIXI' 9ml' YES 'D\II¥ -ecx>) )

lWD44~]
lHMlm: ($7ID (5.lff:: CNIXI' Hi\$ YES))
lCrlIN: (ID-ML (CIN:IIIE CNIXI' OJERr.OO YES 'D\II¥ -ecx>) )
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R.ltED45 [IDCIRICmRl[ESJ

:Emm:E: ($.?ID (8.?f.E CNlXI' e.mrraID YES))
Jern:N: (IlH>JL (CIN:IIIE CNlXI' 0JERtCW YES 'Il\IDl 955))
/

lUED46 [IDCIRICmRl[ES]

:Emm:E:

($.?ID (8.?f.E CNIXr AmmlE YES)
(S7ff: CNIXr ~ YES))

Jern:N:
Rl[EI)47

mMIEE:

Jern:N:

(IlH>JL (CIN:IIIE CNIXr ErECI' YES 'Il\IDl ].(XX)))
[IDCIRICmRl[ES]
($ff) (S7ff: CNIXr MJ.n:R YES)
(SAf.E CNIXr MJit:HRll.IE) YES))
(IlH>JL (CIN:IIIE CNIXr EIECI' YES 'Il\IIT ].(XX)))

R.ltErn8 [IDCIRICmRl[ES]

mMIEE: ( ~ (8.?f.E CNIXr OJERI:CW YES) (SAm CNIXr em!' YES))
Jern:N: (IlH>JL (CIXIIIE CNIXr EIECI' YES 'D\lil' ].(XX)))
RlleGttq)

~

R.l[ID5() [ ~ ]

mMIEE:

($.?ID (SAr-E CNIXr !EN< YES)
(8.?f.E CNIXr ~ YES))

Jern:N:

(IlH>JL (CIXIIIE CNIXr ~ YES 'Il\IIT ].(XX)))

R.l[Eifil [ ~ ]

:Emm:E:

Jern:N:

( ~ (SAf.E CNIXr ~ YES)
(SM: OOXI' ~ YES))
(IlH>JL (CIXIIIE CNIXr ~ YES 'IAIIX ].(XX)))

KlIID52 [ ~ ]

:Emm:E:

JCmN:

($AID (SM: OOXI' ~ YES)
(SM: OOXI' ~ YES))
(IlH>JL (a:NlI:1E CNOO' Gr6 YES 'mIIX 800))
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RJIID53 [ ~ ]

H&DBE:
/
JCmN:

($AID ( ~ CNIXr ~ YES)
(&¥£ CNIXr ~ YES)
( ~ CNIXr ~ YES))
~ (CINJIIE CNIXr 00 YES 'IA1ll !:Kn))

lUED55 [ ~ ]

H&DBE: ($AID ( ~ CNIXr ~ Y E S ) )
JCmN: ~ (CINJIIE CNIXr 00 YES Wll 700))
R1IID56 [ ~ ]

H&DBE:

l'Crn:N:

($AID (&¥£ CNIXr ~ YES)
( ~ CNIXr ~ YES))
~ (<INlIIE CNIXr 00 YES Wll 800))

R][ID;7 [ ~ ]

mM!m:

l'Crn:N:

($AID ( ~ CNIXr ~ YES)
(&?ff: CNIXr ~ YES))
~ (<INlI.IE CNIXr 00 YES 'mlIX 800))

Rl[ID58 [ ~ ]

1!8fiSE:
l'Crn:N:

'

($.?ID (srff: CNIXr ~ YES))
~

(<INlI.IE CNIXr 00 YES 'mlIX 700))

R1IID:B [ ~ ]

. mMIEE::

($.?K> (srff: ooxt' ~ YES)
(SAf.E CNIXr VAUJEKN YES)

(S?f.E CNOO' GS-6AFEIY YES)
(S?f.E CNOO' vEirVENI' YES))
JCmN:

~ (<INlI.IE CNIXI' 00 YES 'mlIX l!XX>))

lUID70 [ ~ ]

mM!m:
JCmN:

($.?K> (S?f.E ooxt' ~ YES)
(&¥£ CNOO' VAUJEKN YES)
( ~ CNOO' vEirVENI' YES))
~ (<INlI.IE CNIXr ~ YES 'mtIY 900))
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Rl[EI)7]. [ ~ ]

:Emm:E: ($lm (SM: CNJXr fEI.'IIE YES)
/
(SM: CNJXr ~ YES))
J:Crn:N: (ID-ML (CIMIIIE CNlXr 00 YES 'mIIT 90J))

Rile Grap
RlIBl.60

:Emm:E:
J:Crn:N:

]

($lm (SM: <NIXr HJ.MmR YES)
(SM: ·ooxr ~ YES))
(ID-ML (cm:m::E CNIXI' KlI' YES 'mtU 00:>))
]

:Emm:E:
J:Crn:N:

RlIBl.62

:Emm:E:

J:Crn:N:

RlIEl.63

mMISE:
J:Crn:N:

RlI:El.64

($lm (SM: <NIXr ~ YES)
(SM: CNOO' ~ Y E S ) )
(ID-ML (cm:m::E CNIXI' KlI' YES 'mtU 850))

]

($lm (srt£ ooxr F.Ilm:Jl!E YES)
(Slt£ CNIXI' IDM+NENH:fl YES)
(SAr-E 00'.XI' E1N<N YEE))
(ID-ML (cnmIE CNIXI' KlI' YES 'mIIY lCOO))

]

($.?ID (SAr-E CNOO' SEKHEMER YES)
(SM: CNIXI' ~ Y E S ) )
(ID-ML (cnmIE CNIXr HJ!' YES 'mIIY 850))

]

mMIEE: ($.?ID (S7M3: CNIXr SE1!aHEMER YES)
JCIXN:

(SAr-E CNOO' ~ YES)
(SAr-E CNIXr E1N<N YES))
(ID-ML (CIMIIIE CNIXI'·HJI' YES 'mIIY lCOO))
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RlIEl.65
l:HMIEE:
/

lCrn:N:

]
(SID ( ~ CNOO' SIDJ.B-<N YES)
(S¥£ CNIXr Iffl<N YES)
(SA?£ CNOO' IDMHDR-Bl YES))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' HJ.[' YES 'D\IIT ~))

Rl[El66

l:HMIEE:

lCrn:N:

]
(SID ( ~ CNIXr GmlOJE YES)
(&m CNIXr Iffl<N YES)
(&m CNIXr ~ Y E S ) )
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' HJ.[' YES 'D\IIT l!XX)))
]

lUEl.67
l:HMIEE:

lCrn:N:

(SID (&m rnIX[' wm:EES YES)
(&m rnoo:' amD YES))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' HF YES 'D\IIT 95J))
]

RlrEl.68
l:HMIEE:

JCrn:N:

(SID (SA?£ CNOO' wm:EES YES)
(SA?£ CNOO' amD YES)
(&m CNOO' ~ Y E S ) )
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' HF YES 'lNll 95J))

]

Rm.EB
l:HMIEE:

JCrn:N:

($.?ID (SA?£ CNOO' wm:EES YES)
(&m CNOO' amD YES)
(&m OOXI' ~ YES)
(&m CNOO' tNERIMR YES))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNIXr HF YES 'lNll l!XX)))

Rlle Gtt1l> DGilNINRilS
RlIEl20[IltHININR][ES]
IHMIEE:

JCrn:N:

(SID , ~ ooxr 1CW1IY YES)
(&m CNOO' 'IlllllR YES))
(ID-ML ( ~ OOXI' ImiI' YES '.IAilJ{ ~))
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~:
JCIXN:

($.?ID (5.?i£ CNIXI' ~ YES)
(5.?i£ CNIXI' an£ YES))
(ID-ML (CIN:II.IE CNIXr Dmr YES WIK ~))

R1I:El22~]

~:

($.?ID (Slffl CNIXI' cz:m YES)

(Slff:: CN1XI1 'IfllllR YES) )
1-CCTCN: (ID-ML (CIN:II.IE CNIXI' llGiI' YES 'mIIT 900))

RJrEl23 ~ ]

~:
1-CCTCN:

($.?ID (5.?i£ CNIXI' CJ2tNE YES)
(S¥£ CN1XI1 1CilV11Y YES)
(5.?i£ CN1XI1 'IfllllR YES))
(ID-ML (CIN:II.IE CNIXI' DIE' YES 'mIIT l!XX)))

R.lIEIBO [ ~ ]

~:
1-CCTCN:

($.?ID (S¥£ CNIXI' RRmtRl-HRID-mm:E YES)
(S¥£ CNIXI' ~ YES))
(ID-ML (CIN:II.IE CNIXI' e-tFE YES 'mIIT 900))

IUE:Bl [ ~ ]

~:
1-CCTCN:

($.?ID (5.?i£ CNIXI' Ft.JmilHl-RRID-nmIE YES))
(ID-ML (CIN:II.IE CNIXI' e-tFE YES NIX SOJ))

RllIB3 [ ~ ]

~:
1-CCTCN:

($.?ID (Slff:: CNIXI' ~ I N m E YES)
(Slffl CNIXI' lNllJ(CTCN YES))
(ID-ML (CIN:II.IE CNOO' g.tFE YES 'm!IX J.OOJ))

R.l1e Grnl) SKNl1mllRlIE3
~

:EmmE:
1-CCTCN:

[SEtNmNEtlml[ES]

($.?ID (51f.£ CNOO' VEGl. YES) )
(ID-ML (cm:ir.IE CNOO' SRN YES 'mill' Em))
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ru:El91[~]

:EHMIEE: (SW (Slff: ooxr VEG2 YES) )
JCrn:N: (ID-ML (CINJIIE CNIXr SRN YES 'Il\IIX fro))
/

R.l[El92

:EHMIEE:
JCrn:N:

[SEWmNE1'.llRilBJ

(SW (Slff: ooxr VEG2 YES) (St-E ooxr RtG3 YES))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE SRN YES 'lAIIl 850))

ru:El93 [SECNmNEI:Im][ESJ

:EHMIEE:
JCrn:N:

(SW (Slff: CNIXr VEGl YES) (St-E CNOO' RtG3 YES))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' SRN YES 'IAIIT 9&>))

mrEl94 [SRNI1ffll1R.l[EJ

:EHMIEE:
JCrn:N:

(SW (&¥-E CNOO' Vfill. YES) (&rf.£ CNOO' VEG2 YES)
(&¥-E CNOO' RtG3 YES))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' SRN YES 'mill 100)))

R1rEl95 [SRNmN8l.ERl[E3]

:EHMIEE:
JCrn:N:

($AID (Sll£ CNOO' VEG2 YES))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' SRN YES 'mill &X)))

RltEl96 [SECNmNEI:Im][ESJ

:EHMIEE:
JCrn:N:

($AID (&¥-E CNOO' VEE YES) (&rf.£ CNIXI' ~ YES))
(ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' SRN YES 'IAIIT 79)))

RlrEl97 [SECNmNEl'.l.ERl]

:EHMIEE: ($AID ( ~ CNOO' VBE. YES))
JCrIIN: (ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' SRN YES 'mIIT 700))

RlIEJ..98 [SECNmNEl'.l.ERl]

:EHMIEE: ($AID ( ~ CNOO' ~ YES) ( ~ CNIXI' Rla3 YES))
JCrn:N: (ID-ML (CINJIIE CNOO' SRN YES 'mIIK oo:>))
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RllJ.99 [SECNmNEIIlRllS]

lHMIEE:
JCIKN:

($AID (SA?£ CNlXI' \mPJ.. YES)
(SA?£ ooxr VRF2 YES) (&lff: ooxr 1ia, YES))
(ID-ML (ctNlIIE CNlXI' SEtN YES ~ 9CX)) )

RJle Gto.p

~

Rl[El40 [ ~ ]

:eDm:E:
ICmN:

($AID ( ~ CNlXI' EI.NlJI' YES)
( ~ CNIXr HJUSFYE YES))
(ID-ML (CCN:lIIE CNIXI' S.N YES

~

9CX)))

Rl[El.41[~]

:eDm:E:
ICmN:

(SID (Slff:: CNOO' EI.NlJI' YES)
(Slff:: CNlXI' CCN:AVE YES))
(ID-ML (ctNlIIE CNlXI' S.N YES 'mIIY 9CX)))

Rl[El42 [ ~ ]

lHMIEE:
ICmN:

($AID ( ~ CNlXI' EI.NlJI' YES)
(Slff:: CNIXr F.IEmWL YES))
(ID-ML ( ~ CNlXI' S.N YES 'll\1ll 800))

Rl[El.43 [ ~ ]

lHMIEE:
ICmN:

(SID (Slff:: CNOO' SNlJI' YES)
( ~ CNlXI' ~
·YES))
(JD-ML (CIN:IIIE CNlXI' S.N YES 'mIIY 800))

Rl[El44 [ ~ ]

lHMIEE:
ICrlrN:

($)ID (sri£ CNlXI' SNlJI' YES)
(sri£ CNlXI' IRINEGA$ YES))
(ID-ML (ctNlIIE CNlXI' S.N YES 'mIIX 800))

RlIEI.45 [ ~ ]

lRMIEE:
ICrlrN:

(SID (srl£ CNlXI' SNlJI' YES)
(sri£ CNIXI1 MilRR YES))
(ID-ML (CIKIIIE CNlXI' S.N YES

mrr 9CX>) )
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lUEl.46[~]
~:
.lCilrn:

( ~ ( ~ CN1XI' HJTifEiE YES)
( ~ CNIXr F.IEm:WL YES))
~ (CINJIIE CN1XI' SlN YES 'mIIX ].(XX)))

R.l[El.47 [ ~ ]

~:

zcm:N:

{$.?N) (SA?£ CNlXI' CIN:AVE YES)
( ~ CNIXr F.ImB::WL YES))
~ {CINJIIE CNlXI' &N YES 'mIIX ].(XX)))

RlIEJ..48 [ ~ ]

~:

zcm:N:

{ ~ ( ~ CN1XI' HJTifEiE YES)
(St¥£ CNIXr ~ YES))
~ (CINJIIE ooxr SlN YES rmIIJl ].(XX)))

RlIEl.50 [ ~ ]
~:

zcm:N:

{ ~ {8.?i£ ooxr SXIJI' YES)
(St¥£ CN1XI' CINJ\VE YES)
(St¥£ CNIXr ~ YES))
~

(CINJIIE

ooxr SlN YES 'mI.Dl ].(XX)))

1CI1VIIY [QWH§M;]

'IRAN3: ~ :in tiE ate)
m:MJ.r: {Oki tiE W:Bt:h:!t" B:arEB.1 :ta:x::m
ire ate?)
'CEED-Bl: (R][EW5 Rlll20 RltEl21 RlrEl.23)

av l.:ig:tnin; :in

JGJN[QWH§M;]
tEJCE)-B{:

(Rl[E250 Hil25l Ril252 R1[E253 RlIE254
R.l[E255

RJIE256 IU.E257)

mf[QWH§M;]

'IRAN3:
U:E>-Bl:

(d:h:!r sa.m::ES .o f jgutial)
(RllE)l3 lUED1D Rl[E252 R][E2€D)
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I.ES.RIPm [OWHNM,J
'IlWE: (d:s:r.ip:.im af 1:ra me)
:ERM?r: (Gi\e a b:ief cm:r.ip:im af 1:ha fue.)
mR:MP.r: (Gi'\e d:lte, a:im:ss, tM:e af fue etc.)

~:T
Ea:ECr:

arv
~~

M.lIIlWfilE):

Il.M.f{[OWHNM,]
ua:mm-Bl:

(R.l[E258

~ RJ[E26()

IUE26l. lUE262

RlrE263 lUE264 lUE265)

EIID&JR? [OWHNM,]

'IRAN3: (ela:tr.icity s tpJ ie1 to b ,; Jdirg)
m:M?I': ~ tte:e an eJa:tr.i.cal. Eqply to tra :te:rld:n::e?)
t.EID-Bl: (Rli002)
EIECr[~]
'ImtS: (th3 s:urce af jg,itim 1taS s:ne eJe:tricaJ failure)
~ I N : (IU.E266)
t.EID-Bl: (RllIXJ2 RlIEDll lUE250 IUE258)
UEmIEI>-Bl: (RJIIDffi' ~ 7 RlJ:ID18)

FIR-E[OWHNM,]

'lmB: . (qm fl.ate)
m::ME'I': {W:!re tte:e cl¥ q;B1 flan:s p:ULt:, file pla:e,
carrl1e; etc.)
t.EID-Bl: (RJ[Ero))

~

[~]

(:flamEtile nater.ia1 ~
~ tte:e arv flanTEtile nat:er.ial c1ae tn tre
cr.igin af th3 fim?)
t.EID-Bl: (R.1[ED32 HlIEl35 lUEl.60 H.lIEl.61 lUEl.62 Rm..63
ru:El.64 Rm.65 Rl[El(56 Rl[El.68 lUElfB)

'lmB:

m::wr:
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GS [OWHNM3]

(tha s:i.n:ce of :igut:im W:S
g:s eqply)
lNrITAI:mIA: NIL
Cil\I.S: (00)

'lml'B:

JUET.lEffi:

mm a fa:i.hlte in tte

(~)

mRGU..11?: G\9-ffiM,
:mlNIID: CASm::MPral): NIL
m::MJTISI':NIL
~(~

t:EID-Bl:

(RllD3 RJIEDll R.1tE256 mrE264)
(R.l[Em2 ·R l[ID53 Rl[ID55 RlI:ID56 R.lim57
RlIID58 RnD:B RlIID70 lUED71)

URMED-B{:

G\9-aB? [OWHNM3]

~=

(g:s is \en in tte n:s:id:n::e)
~ tte:e a g:s eqply in tm m:rld:n::e?)
t:EID-Bl: (.Rl[E003)
:ERM?r:

HJr[OWHNM3]

~=
t:EID-Bl:

:me W:S caEai ty tm llElt:ecial :f:iJ:st jg,:i.1:B:l
tx::u:hi.rg a h± surfa:e a: a flare)

(th:

{lUEDl3 lUEXB RJIEIXB IUE254 Ril262 RJI:E263)
(Rl[Elro RlIEl61 lUEl.62 RltEl.63 RlIEl.64
RlrEl.65 Rl[El66 IUEl.68 RlIEl.67 RillfB)

URMED-B{:

ID [OWHNM3]
'lml'B: ( ~ of tre fue)
:ERM?!': (Entet' tre aea nm:er a: irt:ific:at:im)
mRM?I': ('Im :refet:ace n.m:er of ttrls :in.e;t:igrt-_jm)
1fw.JR3!':T
EXER!t': }Ni
~ Ja<-AIL

Drm'[OWHNM3]
'lllN3: (tha s::urcB of :igutim W:S l:ig,t:nirg)
UE>-Bl: (Rl[EIXX5 ~ lUE253 JUE261)
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MmllS [Cl§HJlR.SJ

~=

~tatdJ:S l:ein;J U:e:l :in ate)
:ERM?!': ~ ~ ~ natdas :in area?)
t.EED-Bl: (RJIEIX6 R1rEl.f58 RlrEl.67 RlrE1£B)

?W£ [OWHNM3]

(tm rare af tm l.B:!t")
:EKME'I':T
mKMP.I': ~mreaftm~~tm~at

'IRAIB:

p:a:ai:.)
~T
~

R:rl

~~~

mnD[OWHNM3]

'IRAIB: (d:h3r a:nt:e{t:)
:ERM?!': (D:> p.l W:h to }me :ft.lt:tE:' a:miltatim ?)
mKMP.I': (W::u1d p.l llm to hMe tiE a:miltatim
tet:miratai l'DII, er d::> p.i wim to l:e cp:st::iaai
tEm-Hl:

:fut:th:!t'?)
(Rl[E250 Rll25l RlI:E252 Rlil254 lUE2x5 RlIE256
1UE257)

f:MFE [OWHNM3]

(tiE s:un::e af :ig'litim ws a :fi::l:m of sn::kin;J
nater.i.al)
1fflB:E:ENI1-lN: (Rl[E200)
tEm-Hl: (R.l[EIX)4 R.l[IDl5 Rl[EI)]2 1UE257 IUE265)
ua:mID-Bl: (Rl[IDJl RltID33 IUEIBO)

'IRiN3:

g.nm [ClWHm£]
'IRAIB: (a sn:::ia:" :in m:m of cr.igin)
:m::MPr: (W3S tte:e a em:iet' in tiE m:m at l£BSt l h::llt'
l::efa:e tiE fire slattai?)
tEm-Hl: (R.l[EIX)4)
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SIRE [OWH:ffl£]

~=

(tre case of tre :fue)
~ : (Elle[' G\S S1:FE M'm:HES I:Jim HF SN 1Ni)
~IN: (R1[E200 RrrE266)
UEmIID-Bl: (R][E002 lUE003 RlrEX)4 RlI:E005 RJrE:n5
lUE:xJ7 RnIXB RllDlO RllDll Rl[EI)J2
Rm)l3 IUEXB)

SRN[OWH:ffl£]

'I:WaIB: (tm s:urce af ig,:itim \fa$ i::pl Ila s:us a:nblstim)
tEED-Bl: (Rl[EDll RlI:ED12 RilDl3 Ril255 IUE263)
UEmIID-Bl: (RJ[El90 1UE191 RltEl93 RlIBl.94 RlIEl.95
Rl[El96 RlIE197 ~ RlIEl.99)

&N[OWH:ffl£]

(tre :f:im ~ c:a.Brl fran ~ of s.r, ftx,s;i:n;; en
tm nater.ial fil:st ig,:itai)
tEED-Bl: (Kl[E007 RJIH)]3 IUEl.45 Rn:E25l. Rn293)
UEmIID-Bl: (Rl[El.40 IUEl.41 IUEl.42 IUEl.43 IUEl.44
RJIEl.46 IUEl.47 IUEl.48 RlrEl.50 ~
RJIEl.45)
'I:WiIB:

&NIJr[OWH:ffl£]

'IRAN3: (sn ~ :fi:r at lest 4 lnn:s)
HOPI': ~ ttHe s.n:hirs :fi:r at lest 3 h:lll:s?)
tEED-Bl: (Kl[E007 IUEl.41 IUEl.40 IUEl.42 IUEl.43 IUEl.44
R.l[El5())

s:.HKE[OWHNM3]

'IRAN3: (h± E:Utfa:es)
HOPr: ~ ttae arv h± SJrfa:e; fX:
tEED-Bl: (Rl[EIXB)

-c?)
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QM [CINIEXl'Mffi]

'lmN3:/ (tte s::utt:e af jqri.tim)
CFFSl-f<.ll.G: (EIECIR[CTIY G\S smG I1IENIID &imAYS

UIDl]E: T

-SErnmNB:IEMiromml13)

~: T
Gl\I.S: (Wl-E ID _I.ES.RIP__...
.....i:ll..N Sl.R:E)
RJI.EI'MS: (CHHUtES)
:ENM:Rl]P:~

:ERINIID: OMIKME'IDJER: ( ~ aid; tte f:im im:st:igm:r : i n ~
tte s::utt:e af res:idrt:ial. :fue;. 'lra \Eer
SD.il.d lB\e tte fire nprt at ram to a"S\er

tte qFStiaB trat :fbllav.)

nmII1ffi\:

~

(Wl£

I..ES.Rl.P.I:ll.}j

ID)

[CI:NIEXI.'Mm]

'IRNS: (tte f:im W:6 c:B.B:d ty
nmII1ffi\: NIL
Gl\I.S: (EilCI:,
RlIEIYim: (EI.ECIRrCrnRJ[)
mIMRl1P: ErECIRICI:IY-HR-B
:ERINIID: ErECIRICI:IY:m:wmo. NIL
IRM'IlSI':NIL
~
(am)

SJre

e1s:tr.ical. failute)

G\S [CINIEXl'Mffi]

(tte s::in:oa af jqri.tim ws :ftan a failute .in tte
gs eqply)
nmII1ffi\: NIL
CD\IS: (G\S)
RlIEIYim: ( ~ )
'lmN3:

:E§MRI.lP:

G\9-iNM,

:ERINIID: G&BDP.CH): NIL
:ERM'Il.SI':NIL
~
(am)

(Rl[EIXX3 RlI:EDll R.[]256 H.][E264)
UErMED-Bi: (RU002 iUID53 R.1[IDi5 R.1[ID56 Rl[EX,7
R.1[ID58 RlIE)::B Rl[ED70 RJIED71)

UE)-H{:
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-

'ImN3:

[comxITlIES]

(tie

s::im:e

of jgutim W:B fmn a h:t. Sitfa:e er a

ra1m flare)
IlmDAII1ilA: NIL
CD\IS: (ID!')
R.mIYEm: (HDIS:R~CF~:ffliIJMRl[EB

mMRllP:
lRINIID:
lRMl?TIID:- NIL
:ERM?IlSI':NIL
~

I.milN]N;

(@R)

[CCNIEXI.T.lEES]

of 1re :f:i.m W:S lig:Itnirg)
NIL
cn\IS: (llGll1)
R.mIYEm: (llGilNIN:Rl[ES)
mMRllP: ~
lRINIID: IfililNllGJRMl?TIID: NIL

'mm:

(tha

ca.Ee

~

:ERM?IlSI':NlL
~

m:mID-Bl:

(@R)
(Rl[El20 RltEl.21 R1rEl22 Rll:El23)

MilllIDNEil.B [CINIEXIT.ll:E3]

~=

(dmr S:1lttES of igutim)
INlTlAII10A: NlL
cn\IS: ~

R.mIYEm:

-

mMRllP: ~
lRINIID: MnllI.IRm.BJRMl?TIID: NIL

:ER:M'rlS:r:NIL
~

(Qfl.R)
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fMK[N; [CI:NIEXl'Mm]

~=

(tha s::utt:B af tha :fue W:6 s:ne srddrg nater.i.al)

~

NIL
C3:l\IS: / (EM:FE)

RJIBME3: ( ~ )
INMRlJP: ~
mINIID: sa<rmNIL
IRM?IlSI': NIL
~
(QiaR)
:EKMP.CN):

SR::NI1mlE [CI:NIEXl'Mm]
'lHW:3:

('tm s:urce of jg:rl.tim is ep:i iaB.l.c am.s:.iai)

~

NIL
(SECN)
RJIBME3: ( ~ )
C3:l\IS:

INMm.1P:

~

mINIID: SECNlNmB:EKMP.CN): NIL
:ERM?rlSI':NIL
~
(CHiR)
SlN:H\YS [CI:NIEXl'Mm]

(tha c:a.E:e af tfB :fue W:S ftan s.n :mys :fi:n m:irg
en tha 11'flter:ial fiist .igutm)
~ NIL
<Il\IS: (srn)
RJIBME3: ( ~ )

'MN:,:

INMm.1P:

~

mINIID: ~
:EKMP.CN>:NIL
:ERM?rlSI':NIL
~
(QiaR)

AFB:I-HmNIJISIIE (Em]RrCITi-mM>]

'Mff>:

HDPr:
tEH>-Bl:

(cW]..ia1:e ras na:e ~ en at:s:ire tlB1 tte
:ira:i!E)
~ tha ~ na:e d:ittg:d
n th: :ira:i!E?)

(Rl[ED31)

en tte at:s:ire tta
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.AtHZ~

~=
:ERM?!':

~~]

(c{.Pljan::e b.Itnt. fran irs:ire)
(W:S tra cJPlian:e b.Itnt. fran tm irs:ire?)

'CEEirBl:

(Rl[ID30)

~~]

.AtHZ-Hm'

~=

(tml: p:oil::irg c{.Pljan::e)
:ERM?!': (W:S tra c{.Pljan::e lmt ~ ' nmin;J h± er
\BBlly :tmt-p:oicirg e.g. tr:asb&r?)
U:ID-Bl: (Rl[ED:31)
.AtHZ-<N (EIECIR[CilY-m1£]

~=

(e.la:tr.i.cal. c{.Pljan::e en)
~ th:!te at¥ e.la:tr.i.ca1. ~ l:eirg U:a:I?)
~ (W:lS tm a:rtztil. sw.i.tx:h en, er did ~ repit
it as 1:eirg l.B:d ~ to tm :fue?)
U:ID-Bl: (Rl[ED31 RlIEJ30 RlDIDll)
m::MPI':

.AtHZ~ [EIECIR[CilY~]
'lmN:>: (e.la:tr.i.cal. c{.Pljan::e p:a:at:. .in n:s:id:n::B)
:ERM?!': ~ th:!te ary eJa::tricaJ ~ .in tm
:te:rld:n:B?) .
tHD-Bl: (R.1IEJ32 RlIEJ30 RJrED'.33)

~

[EIECIR[CilY~]

U:ID-Bl: (Rl[ED33 RlIIDi6)
tJB:MED-Bl: (R.1IEJ32 RlIEJ'.33)

r>.r..L.11..t"S-.....,,;'.:n,,.,&.,11..A.L&.r--.r'J~~

tHD-Bl:

[EIECIRICITY--OOVS]

(R.1IEJ32 ru:ED33)
(Rl[ED:31)

tJB:MED-Bl:
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~

[EI:ECIRICT]Y-ffiM3]

(b:aa; :fb.m rmr an:h:ta:s)
(W:S tte:e my 1:1:a:s :fb.m rmr tra b.Itrt:
/
cxni.I:ta:s?)
UID-Bl: ~ Rl[EI)44)
'IRAN3:

:ER:Ml?I':

~

[EIECIRII:!IT.{-mM:>J

'IRAN3: (ciro.rl.t l::t:e1a:' cf h:ige:- a'.tp:?Laja sJ:stitul:a:l)
1RM?I1 (W:S a ciro.rl.t ~ of h:ige:- ratirg

s.i:sti'b..Ite:I?)
UID-Bl:

(R1[El38 RilD41)

MJ.ltR [EI:ECIRICT]Y-ffiM3]

UID-Bl: (Rl[ED47)
tlRlmD-Bl: (Rl[ED34 RlIED37 Rml39)
~

[E1ECI.RII.!l:lx~]

'IRAN3: (cgil.iarm with m:tx:r b.mt: en th? at:sid?)
:ER:MPI': {W:!t-e tte:e my s:igs of tra m:tx:r l:eirg b.ntt en
1:tE a t:sire?)
UID-Bl: (Rl[ED'.36) .

MJitR<N [EIECIRII:!IT.{-mM:>]
'IRAN3: (m:tcr of cgil.iarm nmin;D
IRM?r: {W:!t-e tte:e my m:t.r::r p:w:!te:l na:hin:s l:eirg U:B:i
p:-icr to tte start of tte fire?)
UID-Bl: (Rl[ED34 lUED36 RlIED37 Rml39)

~

'IlWB:

m::wr:

UID-Bl:

[EI.fl!IRl.CllY-mM:>]

(egil..ian::e umg m:tx:r fl.
t:)
{W:!t-e ttEt:e cl¥ ~ with ndJ::n; p.em1:?)
(Rl[ED34 lUED36 RilD'.37 RlIEl38 RlIEIX39)

UID-Bl: (Rl[ED47)
UEl1fiED-Bl: (lUE)35 RltED40)
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~ [.EIEL!IRll..!l:~-mMS]

tm>Hl:

(RJ[ED35 Rl[EI)4())
(Rl[ED'.36)

UEmIED-B{:

~

[El.EL!I.Rll.!l:Y-BR-E]

~=

(eraft E£rlmi tn l:mt:i.rg;)
(\-as tm eraft E£rlmi tn ti:21:mt:i.rg; in cl¥ of tre
e1.e:tr.ical. rrd:a:l:; p:.w:: L?)
UE>Bl: (Rilil37 RlrED39)
IKMP.I':

e.mirCIID [EIECIRICCTY'-BR-E]

'Mm: (lm=!rsi 2fO a:nil:trr)
:ERM?!': (W=s tm e1.s±r.ka1 a:rdd:cr tx:o srall fir tre
la:rl?)

UE>Bl:(Rll:E)45)
~

'lliR3:
:EKM'I':

UE>Bl:

[EIEL!IRll.!tli--mM3]

(w.in:lirg is neltai)
(W=s tm w.imirg of ell{ m:tx:r nelted?)
(RlIEl34 lUED37)
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Wim-RlNE)

'mWZ>:

HnP.r:
UID-Bi:

[IDCIRICTIY-fflM;J

an:u:ta:s m.nirl ani :fiB:d at am)
{W3te 1:h3te hirnt a:n:id:x::l:s, n:ar Sv.i.tx:h:s,
a JtJ et:s arrl b:e1a:- b:x, with :ftE:rl m.nirl am?)

(bJmt

(RIB)42)

~[~]
UID-Bi: (R1[ID52 R.lrIDi3 RlrID55 RlrID56 RlIEE RJIED70)
UECMED-Bl: (Rl[EI:60)

~

[~]

'm1N3: (g:s \EEC. .in b.rl1d:irg)
IK:MPr: (W:s g:s l:eirg s tpJ iro to tte n:s:id:rm?)
UID-Bi: (Rl[ID71)

~

[~]

'MN3: (safet:¥ CSJ:k:e)
lRM'I': (Did tte safet¥ CSJ:k:e fttin tte g:s
UE>Bl: (RI[ID56 RlI:ID:>7 RJIEE)

SIPl-Y fail?)

mi< [G\S-ffiM3]
'MN3: (g:s leek)
BlM'I': {W3te tts:e sup; of a g:s lek er did ~ srell
g:s ~ to tte me?)
UE>Bl: (Rl[EI:60)
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~

[~]

'Ili'lS:

(1.:n::o.et:ei flare)
~ tte:e a ra1m flare in clcEe p:odmicy of ~
p:nnt af cr.igin?)
tEED-Bl: (R.]tID50 RIIID51)
lKMPr:

~[~]
'IRAtS: (l:uiJmrg eett.1.:irg)
m:::M?I': {Is tte:e a p:g:;:ibiJ icy af ~ b1iJdirg e:tt.1.irg?)
tEED-Bl: (R.lIID71)

'\MlEKN [ ~ ]
'IRAtS: (val'\e to eq:ply)
m:::M?I': (W=l:e tha artm1li11:J val\e to ttB g:s
tEED-Bl: (R1[ID5l Rl[ID53 R.lrID:B RlJ:ED70)

s..wlY en?)

min1ENI'[~]

'MtS: (are \\ell ~
m:::M?I': ~ tha arm v.e.ll ~ )
tEED-Bl: (IUIDi2 Rl[ID53 R.lrID:B RltEJ70)

'IRAtS: (child p.eat: in ra:m)
m:::M?I': ~ tte:e a child fmB"t: in

rm p:ia to ttB

me?)
tEED-Bl:

(Rl[El.69 IUEl.67 rurElfB)

'mff3: (fa1 a'l)
HOP.I': ~ a fan en at ttB tine of ttB fil:e?)
tEED-Bl: (Rl[El.62 Rlll.64 lU.El.65 R.l[El.66)
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'ImNS:f:iD:pla:e
:ERM'!': (W:s t1He a fitep1a;e :in tte n:x:m?)
lEED-Bl: (Rl[El.61 lUEl.62)

(gs sb:,.,e)
:ERM'!': (W:s a 95 stx,.,e en?)
lEED-Bl: (Rl[El.66)

'mt6:

(!rt W!tet' pip:)
m:wr: (W:s t1He at¥ hi: snfa::e ~ L )
lEED-Bl: {.RJ[El££))
'mt6:

'mt6: (si;:a:B lm:et)
lRM?I': (W:s t1He a EIB=B h:at:et' l:ei.rg um?)
lEED-Bl: (lU.El.63 Rlf.El.64)

'mt6: (ela:tr.ic sb:,.,e)
lRM?I': (W:s ell e1a:tr.ic stoJe en?)
lEED-Bl: (RlIEl.65)

(f:iJ:e slattai :in a se::i1 1n=d pla:e, lil<e U'IE!t' b:d,
:incka:cet:c.)
m:wr: (Did tte f:iJ:e start :in a se::i11n=d pla:e ,lil<e mEt"
l:e:i, :in cka3t etc. ?)

'mt6:

lEED-Bl:

(R[ElfB)
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('tra c:a.Ee of
:INITrAirmA: NIL

'mltS:

tm :me W3S lig1tnirg)

<Il\IS: (I1Iln,
ru:EMm: (I.m-DNINXlIFS)

1:§MKIJP: ~
:ERINIID: I.1GIIlmG:EKME'mD: NIL
:ER:M'rlSI':

NIL
(am)
m:roID-Bl: (Rl[El20 RlrEl2l R.lIEl22 HlIEl23)

~

CH:NE:~]

~=

(aa:ra srell :in area)
!RM?.I': ~ th:!te tm srell of cz::re
U:ID-Bl: (lUEl2l RlIEl22 HJIE123)

:in tm ate?)

'lHNm~]
(th.n:Er :in area)
!RM?.I': ~ th.n:Er lmrd :in tm ate?)
U:ID-Bl: (Rl[El20 RJIEJ.22 HJIE123)

'mltS:

RRmt.Rl-HRE}-INiIIE [ ~ ]

'mltS:
!RM?.I':

UE>Bl:

(iin:ni.'b.Ire bltra:i fron tha :irs:id:)
CAm th:!te arv sig-s trat tra :fin:nitute ws hlrrBi
ftan tm :irs:id:?)

(Rl[E:Bl RlIEB3 Rnmo)

lNll:m!CN [ ~ ]

~=

HOPI':

(wt:atim rericrl)
~ th:!te a p:?riai of at J.e;t 3 :tnn:s sin:e tha
last SldH- left 1m i:cx:m?)

t.EID-Bl:

(Rl[E:B3)
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~[~]
(arm WEte ~ :is aI1o,m)
mM?I': (W3s ~ aJ]cwrl in tm ate of cr.ig:in?)
U3ED-Bl: (Rl[EIOO)

'IIWS:

:m:E[~]
'IRAN3: (:reg p:e:a t:.)
:EKMP.I': (W:!te tts:e
tEED-B{:

arv n:g; p::e:at:.?) .

(Rl[EI92 R.lIE193 R.l[El94 R.lIBl96 ~ R.IlE93)

vml.[~]

carv of tt:e fbllav.irg ails:

Liraem, Cic, R:!rill.a,
still.irgia, H::tcp-s:e:1, er '1trg)
mM?I': (W3te ary of tt:e fbllav.irg ails µ:e:aL: DNHD,

'IlitB:

U3ED-Bl:

CIC, ~ , mm.IA, SilII1mrA, ~ 'I[N;?)
(Rl[El.90 Rn:El.93 Rml94)

VEG2 [ ~ ]

'IlitB: (ails with :iaiire val.m af 1.00 er na:e)
:ERMJr: (W3te th:!te
of tt:e fb1Jav.irg ails p:\:f:B"t.:
aD-llVER, RIPi-sEID, ~ , ~ WWE
(Ep:!tlll) , OOICR, CR RU ClIL CF SIMII}R
CI:MECElTICN?)
tEED-B{:
(Rl[EI92 RlrEl94 RlrE191)

arv

'V.ErF.l.[~]

1:mN3:

m:wr:

(p:o:b:ts

a:rtain:i.n:J '1.u'g, Cic, Lu'Ea:d, R:!rill.a,

still.irgia, er &.p a:£0)

(W3te th:!te av p:oiJ:ts c:at:a:inin;J av af ttB:e
ails: lE-P-f:EID, ere, 'Ill{;, sm.rnrn:A, ~
CR I.JN:HD?)

U3ED-Bl:

(Rl[E197 RlI:.E1$ RlIEI99)
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\m'i[~]

r:rmm-:

carv p:o:b::t. ccrJta:inirg ails of :ial:ire va11..e of 100

crna:e)
(W:!te arw p:cd:d:s ccrJta:inirg av of tm m11oorg
oils: R:IP.l--EHD, a:D-ilVER, a:n'ICN-6EE),
~ , ~ ~ ( e p ! ' . l l l ) ,W\IRE,~,
CllVE SEEN.£, CR OOKR?)
tEED-Bl: (IUEl95 lUEl.96 IUEJ..99)
IID1PI':

HKISFYE [ ~ ]
'IRAN:,:

:ERM'!':

tEED-Bl:

(b.fil '9-eiB w.inbJ)
(Am cl'¥ of tha winb.s .in tha nxm of cr.igm of
tha bill. 'e-e:te tyi:e?)
(R][El.40 RlrEl.46 RlrEl.48)

CIMAVE[~]
'IlltS: (a:n::8\e tyi:e w.inbJ)
:ERM'!': (Am arv of tha winb.s

.

rmr tha p:mr. of cr.igm

a:n::8\e?)
tEED-Bl:

(R][El.41 RlrEl.47 RlIEl.50)

IRillGA$ [ ~ ]
'IRAN:,:

BmPr:
tEED-Bl:

(dr:iridll:J glass)
(W:S th:!te a dr:irid1l:J glass .in tm rcan?)
(R][El.44)

FilffrnL[~]
TWN3:

(fun tx:wl)

:ERM'!': (W:S tlEre a g:ild fun J:o.ll
tEED-Bl: (R][El.42 Rl[El46 Rl[El47)

in are?)
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GINBlN:E [ ~ ]

mm:

(gl.a:s va9=)
(W:6 tta.-e a gl.a:s ~ in 1m n:x:m?)
IBED-Bl: (RJIEI.43 RJI:El.48 R1rEL:n)
:ERM?!':

MIIRR[~]
'llWS: mi.m::r
HOP.I': ~ tiEte a mi.m::r .intra m:nl')
IBED-Bl:

(RJIEI.45)

OWRnB[Rl[EmllS]

cnmxr:
SJAI/.

(@R)

(crar)

ClmB: ''dms''
valua: (Rll002 R1rEXl3 RltEIX)4 RilIX5 RlIE005 lUE007
lUEIXB IUEim RlIEDlD lUEDll RlIED12 lUED13
RlrE200 Rl[E25() RJI]25l RUE252 Rlr.E253 R.1IE254
Ril256 RlrE257 Ril25B ~ R.l[E2f£)
Rl[E261 Ril:E262 RltE263 Rl[E264 Rl[]265 HltE266}
Rl[E255

EIECIRICnYru:ES [Rl[EtRl]ES]
(EIECIR[crIY)
ENAu. (ela:tr.icicy)
ClmB: ''e1s:tr.icitys''
valua: (IUED30 Rml31 Rl[El)32 RilD34 RJIED5 RlI]I)36
RirHl37 Rilil38 RlI:ED39 Ril033 RilD34 Rl[EI)39
RilD40 lUIDll Rl[E)42 RJIID43 RlI:ED44 lUED45
RilD16 R.l[E)47 IUED48)
a:NIEXI':
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[Rl[RmlES]

GERl[ES

CINlEXI':
gJN..:.

(~)

(g:s)

CIPIN3: ''g:ls:s''
VdhB:

(R..[]00) RillE. RJrID52 Rlr:IDi3 Rlt:EJl55 RJrID56
RilD67 R1[EI)68 R.ltID:B RJIED70 RJIED71)

CINIEXI':-

HJIElHJl(Etl;~~ERl[EB [Rl[RmlES]

g.JN..:.

- )

CIPIN3:•-·

\elm:

(RJIEl.&) RlIBl6l. lUEl.62 Rll:El.63 RlI:El.64 IUEl.65
Rl[E).£,6 lUEl.67 RlrEl.68 R.D:El.fB)

DIENINXl[EB

[RlIBXI]fS]

~
~

CINlEXI':
gJN..:.

CIPIN3: ''l..ig,tn:irg;''
VdhB:

(RJIEl20 RlI:El2l. RJIEl22 IUE123)

MIB:EIUm:lI:RJI [RlIBXI]fS]

CINlEXI':
gJN..:.

CIPIN3:

(MISXUmlB)

(mis:e.tl.cn:oE)

''m:is:el.l.ars:'

VdhB: NIL

ea<nmlrES [RlIBXI]fS]

CINlEXI': ( ~
9JAl.t. (srddrg)
CIPIN3: ''src::kh'g;''
\elm: (Rl[ED30 KmBl RmB3)
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SEOmmllR1r.EB [Rl[8XUEJ
a:NrEXI':

(SECNJNmB)

9JP.L: (sp:1t.ata:m)
CimN:3: '"=En tar Bi
''
'Vall.E: ~ IUE191 IUEl92 RlrEl.93 RlrEl.94 IUEl95
RlrEl96 RlIEl.97 RJIEl$ RlrE199)
~[Rlrnm]ES]
a:NrEXI':

(rumAYS)

9JP.L: (s.re:ays)
CimN:3: ''s..rs:aye:s''
'Vall.E: (RJ[El.40 RlrEl.41 RlrEl.42 RlrEl.43 lUEl.44 lUEl.45
RlrEl.46 RlrEl.47 RlrEl.48 RJrELl:n)

'Vall.E:

(Sl.KE :mt£ LES.RI.PillN ID EIEIHI.H> EIE::I' GS
SOlE llGir ~ &NH:n:1 SRN 1'Nl oo-a:H'
8vtl<ERWID'.EES.1CITV.r1.Y gm.JI' gR1(E FI1!?£1-G\1N
f:ilIN) IllMi)

~

'Vall.E:

[llRmllo]

(QiaR EIE:!lmCCTY 00 ea<Im llililNOO
-

~

SR:NmNEW3 MISEJJtmB)

EIECIRrCITi-H\R,S [llRmllo]

'Vall.E:

(Am:I~ Am.I-<N Am.I-mEmr ~
AERI-RmIL<IIIBIIE A'EIU-Hm'
~ AmmmRillE)

MIKR-<N MlIQHlmNI' MJlCR ~
~ MJltlmlllE)

~ ~~
~ OJ.ER[(X) WimRINID emr B?A$
e.mI.r<IID)
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~

va:Il.E:

(VEm VEG2 IiG3 YES VBP2 VEGP.1.)

~

va:Il.E:

[mm:KIJES]

[mm:KIJES]

{HJTTfE:iE CINJ\VE ~ ~ IRINKVS3
MilRB)

/
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